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ORGAN- IZED 
_SAMBA DE VERAQ (Summer Samba) 

(M. Velle—P. S. Valle), Duchess Music Corf,., (BMI) . . . 3:12 

BATUCADA SURGIU (Chant of the Batoque) 
(M. Walle—P. S. Valle), B.I.E.M. . . . 2:16 

VIVO SONHANDO (I Live Dreaming) 
(A. C. Jobim) Ipanema Music Co., (ASCAP) . . . 2:46 

MAR, AMAR (Sea ... to Love) 
(Boscoll—Menescal), B.I.E.M. . . ■ 2:00 

VOCE (You) 
(Boscoli—Menescal), B.I.E.M. . . . 3:22 

REZA (Lai Ladaia) (Prayer) 
(E. Lobo—R. Guerra), B.I.E.M. . . . 2:39 

GAROTA MODERNA (Modern Miss) 
(J. Amorim—E. Gouveia), B.I.E.M. . . . 3:15 

MENiNA FLOR (Beauteous Lass) 
(L. Bonfa—M. H. Toledo), B.I.E.M. . . . 2:15 

OPINIAO (Opinion) 
(Ze Keti), B.I.E.M. . . . 3:01 

DEUS BRASILEIRO (God of Brazil) 
(M. Valle—P. S. Valle), B.I.E.M. . . . 2:52 

All selections electronically reprocessed tor stereo. 
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BRAZILIAN BLEND 
■SIIS-WALTER WANDERLEY 
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Philips Records, A Division of Mercury Record Productions, Inc., Vendor-Mercury Record Corporation 

ONE WORLD OF MUSIC ON ONE GREAT LABEL. 

Printed in U.S.A 

Alright you’ve received the record . . . you’re to do the liner notes. Its a Walter 
Wanderley album and you’re happy about that. You already happen to be a 
Wanderley fan. Now it’s a matter not only of delving into the music and perform¬ 
ances, but of presenting something of sideline interest. A little research is in 

You find that the organist was born in a Brazilian village called Recife. That 
he moved to Sao Paulo at the age of 15. That it was in Sao Paulo that Wanderley 
sharpened and honed to perfection the sweet, heavy rhythms called Bossa Nova. 
The inevitable meeting of the musical minds of Walter Wanderley and Bossa i 'gva 

"Buddy Antonio Carlos Jobim culminated in an album that gave the music the 
direction that it needed. It was Wanderley’s recordings of “Desafinado, Quiet 
NightsV and “The Girl From Ipanema” that first brought this music to the ears 
of the World outside of South America. You know the rest. 

Now you listen to the album. Yeah. Wanderley has that certain something 
-[flat goes beyond talent and inventiveness. That intangible quality that^forces 
you to rediscover him with each hearing. The clean serenity of Voce (You; 

'S Something comes to mind. In retrospect you find that in the last few years 
pop music, generally dominated by the teen sound, has opened up to include 
more and more of what I guess you might call “Adult Pop.” Bossa Nova certainly 
has had much to do with this turnabout. Possibly it’s because this music is adult 
without being stuffy. Then again, perhaps it’s simply the fact that Bossa Nova 
is the most melodic movement in music in many a measure. Listen to Wanderley s 
“Summer Samba,” it’s a study in catharsis. 

You listen to the sunny, carefree “Miss Biquini” and your mind wanders. 
Walter Wanderley is the kind of musician that American jazzmen love to play 
with. He’s always finding new weaves and directions in melody lines; his full use 
of the orchestral range of the organ magnifies the texture of everything he plays. 

When you come back to the present you realize that you’ve been tapping your 
foot and snapping your fingers to a tune with a very hip melody line. What s the 
title7 “Opiniao” (Opinion). That’s a very pretty tune, it lopes along with subtle 
strength and dignity. Pretty, subtle, strength, dignity ... a good general defini¬ 
tion of Wanderley’s playing and writing. 

But you’ve got to get these liner notes written. 
The expert and tasteful blend of rhythm, horns and voices sparingly sprinkled 

throughout the album provides just the right amount of musical seasoning to 
bring out the true taste of Wanderley’s magic. Having heard several other a bums 
by the organist, you begin to muse over the fact that with each one you felt that 
“This is his best.” Wanderley seems to be onp of those rare musicians (Stan Getz 
is another) who seem incapable of having an “off night.” I guess what ail this 
means is that each new album by the musician is his best so far. This LP is no 

eXC<You°r mind begins to wander again but you’re brought sharply back by that 
tune that opens with atavistic overtones, "Batucada Surgiu” (Chant Of .he 
Batoque) It swings. Up front it’s Wanderley, sax and percussion going for Tern- 
selves, but then coming back together in a fine unison line. You Degin to feel 
that Walter Wanderley’s resources are so deep that the thought of ..is ever 
exhausting them are almost comical. 

Gotta do these liner notes though. 
Each tune on the album seems to open saying “Stop what you re doing and 

listen to me.” This time it’s a dancing line from the bass. The tune is “Garota 
Moderna” (Modern Miss), then Wanderley comes in and lays down the line. 
There are those voices again. The arrangement is so euphonious. “Deus Brasil- 
eiro” (God of Brazil) is a tune that seems quite happy about having been written. 
It’s a jaunty, jolly tune, and the musicians seemed to be having a ball while 

Your mind is drifting again, but actually it’s not your fault. Walter Wanderley s 
music just isn’t conducive to writing, or conversing. It isn’t good background 
music to drink by. This music is best suited for. . . well, listening. 

But your job is to write liner notes. Okay, what thing of paramount impor¬ 
tance are you going to bring out for the prospective buyer of this album? What 
are you going to say to these impending listeners? I know . . . listen. 

Ted Williams Record World Magazine 
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